96 chevrolet truck

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They got back to me
reasonably quick but unfortunately I had one person ahead of me. Got ahold me the next day
and it sold. The dealer did respond initially, sent same photos again. I asked the date of the
photos and asked if the vehicle was still available since it is not on their dealer website, no
response. I believe the vehicle has been sold and they are using it to bait me to the dealership 3
hour drive , After contacting, I read some customer responses and this was mentioned several
times. I am so pleased of the service that they gave to me , it is one stop shopping. They sent
me a message that truck was pending sale and they sent me a message saying it was sold. Very
personable dealer and so very willing to go the extra mile to make car buying easy. American
Auto is friendly, likes to talk about cars, clean, and organized. I hope to back again some time
when I need another vehicle. Drew is doing a great job!!! The XT6 that I inquired about, he gave
a great explanation of. I am still trying to decide what to get. I drove 6 hours to buy a CT6. Once I
arrived, the staff meet me with open arms, and made me feel like they appreciated my business.
The truck that I wanted was at a body shop and they said that I would have to wait till they got
finished with before I could buy it. Heide was quick to respond and answered my questions and
made sure I was satisfied. Good experience. Response was quick and professional but wish
was more thorough. The car had a bunch of hail damage. Honest and straightforward. Very
quick to respond. Extremely helpful and accommodating. Did not answer questions ,except 1. I
was going to have to fly out to pick up, but since sales person did not know much on vehicle.
Oem tow package ,decided not to. Dane was friendly, knowledgeable and helpful. When I do
decided to buy I will make the 2 hours trip again. The lady called me she talk to me I'm trying to
find a way down there in order to look at the vehicle she is a very well spoken and very very well
knowledge lady I would do business with you anytime. Dealer called to update me on
availability. Price was too high but asked to consider me for lower priced trades. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Request
Information. Why Use CarGurus? Despite sharing the same engines, transmissions, and
platform. Have you ever looked at the General Motors truck lineup and wondered why Chevy
and GMC both sell what is essentially the same truck? Well, you aren't alone. This question has
been plaguing us for years and we knew there had to be a reason why GM would persist with
two truck brands. Even though the Chevy Silverado and GMC Sierra share the same platform,
engines, and transmissions, the two don't necessarily attract the same type of buyers. In fact,
most diehard truck owners would never cross-shop the two, which means the two brands are
marketing themselves quite differently. It gives us a tactical advantage over our competition.
Look at the two trucks, and it's clear that this current generation is "more differentiated than
they ever have been," Piszar said. Today, they feature completely different sheet metal with
different focus and customers. You might assume that because both are GM trucks, they would
be easily cross-shopped. High Country is more of a premium outdoors execution while Denali is
more of an upscale urban execution. This is where we noticed the biggest difference between
these two truck brands - Chevy is aimed at the core of the truck market while GMC is more
focused on luxury buyers. This is not to say Chevy doesn't build a luxury truck or that GMC
doesn't offer a more bare bones truck, it just shows the two brands are thriving by targeting
different sections of the truck market. GMC also retains a few exclusive features such as
Adaptive Ride Control suspension and the Multi-Pro tailgate, which we had the pleasure of
testing on the Sierra The Sierra will soon receive an optional carbon fiber bed, which Pierce said
is "repairable and different from the stuff you'd see on a sports car. It uses isotropically
chopped carbon fiber, so if you need to replace a part of it, the cost is not as prohibitive. Pierce
also told us GMC buyers are looking for "a lot of power. We offer the same engines that Chevy
does but we tend to focus on the 6. By contrast, the off-road-focused Sierra AT4 is offered with
an upgraded version of the 6. After talking to both truck brands, it is clear that Chevy and GMC
each play different roles in GM's product portfolio. If you wanted to be cynical, you could call
these two trucks nearly identical but their respective customers are extremely diverse and
justify the existence of two separate brands. Add first comment. Related Used Cars for Sale.
Used Chevrolet Silverado For Sale. Now Buzzing. What's Hot. Test Drive. Model Overview. Login
Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. Hey everyone, I have a Chevy C with a

5. Also I haven't fully checked the Spark, but the Truck run's fine when you spray Starting fluid
into the Throttle body. Any suggestions on why the truck isn't accepting the fuel, it cranks fine,
just wont run without starting fluid. Andrew answered 6 years ago. Get a pressure tester and
check it. I have a feeling it is the fuel pressure regulator. Eddie answered 6 years ago. Did you
happen to ever figure out the problem? I've been having the same problem and haven't been
able to figure it out since May. If so please help me thanks.. After sittiing for a few hours, we
have to crank it and eventually put a little gas or tarting fluid in the throttle body for our truck to
start but runs and drives fine once it does start and will start right up after only sitting for about
an hour or so. Derrick answered 6 years ago. Replace the ignition switch module! My truck had
the same issue. GM was having ignition switch problem way back in the 90's as well. Replace
the ignition switch and the crank shaft sensor. Jesse answered 6 years ago. I have the same
problem with my 96 silverado 5. It will turn over but won't start. I have to use starting fluid but
then it runs fine once its started. What could cause it not to start when its cold? Did you check
wire harness goig around passenger side of block. Pink wire can get hot and ground out on
block causing this. I replaced 6 pumps before finding this. Also check ecm1 fuse. Brian5point7
answered 6 years ago. I also have the same issue. I live in Maine so naturally its cold and won't
start. I put heat on it over night it would start fine. Now it won't start at all. Not with starting fluid
either I'm real frustrated with it now. Anyone have any fixes. Fuel pressure reads 63 batt. Is fine
it has a new cap and rotor i can't get this friggin truck going and need it to get me to work on
Monday. Help me. Bill answered 6 years ago. Replaced fuel pump, fuel regulator. It runs fine in
warmer weather and if I turn the key and let the fuel pump cycle a minute before starting it. But
as soon as it tuned cold it wont start again. Any suggestions?? Nick answered 5 years ago. Off
topic but can anyone help me out if have a 98 C 5. I kept getting a P code which is high voltage
to ign control circuit. I was getting the code intermittently for a few months and now it wont
spark at all. I even had it towed and had the computer changed and still no spark any
suggestions. Andrew answered 5 years ago. Chevy answered 5 years ago. Nick sounds like you
have a misfiring distributor sounds like the fire is jumping around on the inside of the block
instead of coming out through your cap try changing your distributor. Allen answered 5 years
ago. On the 98 the passlock is a module in the column and the key switch goes inside it. There
is a contact inside this module that reacts to a change in magnetic field when the key switch is
turned. There are three wires that come off the top of the module. I skinned a spot on the orange
wire an grounded it when turning the key, This triggered the security feature, which is reset by
bumping the key and then letting sit for 10 minutes, then turn the key off for at least 10 seconds.
You may have to repeat this up to 3 times. This is what fixed my problem when the ignition key
switch was changed out. FYI - If the pass lock isn't working properly, the computer will not keep
the fuel pump on when the key is turned to start and released. Note: If the battery dies or is
disconnected, or the computer is disconnected, this procedure may have to be repeated. The fix
for mine is in the passlock system. I could likely change the module in the steering column and
reset the system and it would work fine. Also had a similar issue spin and no start with a 96
Chevy Express Van with the 5. This vehicles issue turned out to be a shorted pink wire in the
wiring harness that runs up the passenger side of the block. The vehicle had died while driving
several times and wouldn't start. Then, finally after blowing a couple fuses, would start at all.
The wire that was shorting finally burned in two. Check any place that the wiring harness is
attached to the block. Big C answered 5 years ago. I have 5. I have 96 chevy 5. Miguel answered
5 years ago. I have a 96 Silverado , and it did the exact same thing. It would fire with starting
fluid after a line, filter, relay and pump replacement. It turned out the pump I put in was for a 96
C, which has a throttle body system and the pump only produced psi. The Fuel injection in the
Silverado needs psi. Be very careful you didn't put the wrong fuel pump in!! The Spider injector
system started in No 96 had tbi. Why do the fuel pump keep burning out so quick? My original
pump lasted 60k and 10 years. The next one lasted for 30k with a new screen filter on the pump
for 5 years. The next one lasted for 3 years with a new screen. The last one lasted for a few
months and also has a new screen. I just bought another And this time will replace the wiring
harness and screen. I also replaced the entire fuel pump assembly it is contained in, as well as a
new relay. It is no fun pulling the bed or dropping the tank! Any ideas why the fuel pump is
dying quicker and quicker? Zach answered 5 years ago. Man i got a 97 Chevrolet vortec won't
start in tell i put gas throttle body but when i press on the gas or put it in gear can some one
help me with this question. It is a bit confusing what your problem is, but it sounds like your
truck is fuel starved. My first suspicion is that the pump died. Get in the bed under the window
and have someone put the key in and turn the ignition to on but don't crank it. Can you hear the
fuel pump power up? If it's quiet, then most likely that pump is shot! I cut a flap in my bed to
access the pump. It took about two hours to replace the pump. There is a few other possibilities.
The fuel pump relay could be shot, or the fuel filter could be clogged. You can test the relay by

jumping two connectors using a paper clip I saw a utube video. RossB answered 5 years ago.
Put two new cyl heads on cause of cracks. Truck started and ran nice. Shut her down to finish
fine work. Then wouldn't restart. I have spark and fuel pressure. I have replaced distributer cap
rotor plugs wires. I have replaced fuel relay and checked fuses. I had this issue once before and
replacing cap and rotor fixed it. Not this time. I'm thinking maybe a shorted wire somewhere. Oh
yea. Mine fires too when fuel goes in throttle body. Soo I got a 92 chevy Silverado and about a
week ago I went to the bank, came out and didn't want to start, and wasn't the battery because
got a jump and nothing. Does anyone know what could it be? Low fuel pressure is usually the
cause. It is the minimum that will fire the injectors. The crappy fuel the oil companies make has
wax and varnish in it too, purposely to plug up the fuel injectors and fuel filters. The crap in the
fuel also is abrasive, and gradually breaks down the pump impeller, and also lowers the output
pressure. There are also lots of cheap fuel pumps out there with substandard materials in them
so they grind themselves out on the abrasive fuel and self destruct sooner. Always carry a
spare pump and filter in the truck, and enough tools to take out the tank and replace them. The
spark problem is the cheap drive gear that GM put on the distributor, which wears out and
which lets the spark timing waunder all over the place and not match the crank sensor so it
throws a code. The coils GM makes don't last. The control module right near the coil is a
common failure point as well. GM has never been known for good electronics in any of their
cars, and are designed to fail around 50K miles. If you want less trouble, buy a Ford or Dodge,
or a Toyota. I personally won't buy any more GM cars, cause all they've made in the past 30
years is total trash. Engines fail, transmissions fail, electronics fail etc. Many of you don't
remember years ago when the Congress passed a bill requiring all cars sold in America to have
a K engine and drive train warranty. When Ronnie Reagan AKA Ronnie Raygun became
president he cancelled that K warranty, by executive order, because the car companies were
screaming about it. Crappy cars were the result, and still are the result. GM became the worst.
Ford the second worst, and Dodge the third. Gm and Dodge went Broke, and Ford nearly broke.
They all deserved to go out of business, and should have been allowed to go broke. The car
business ethics in this country are the poorest example of ethics and quality control on the
planet. Just ask someone who owns one of their cars. All Toyota did to take over, was to make
cars a little bit better, and I mean a little bit. Now they are following in the footsteps of the
American car companies, and having the same result. Chinese cars will be here soon, and make
theirs a little better and take over the business. Greedy American car companies better get their
stuff together, or they will go out like the dinosaurs. It won't be because of something they
couldn't control. It will be because of the greed they chose not to control. Jack answered 5
years ago. Jerryvqz answered 5 years ago. Good afternoon. I have Chevy z71 5. I would shut it
off crank it up 15 min later truck would run fine. Put the scanner said it was crank and cam
sensor changed them both together with the plugs and truck won't start now. Any help is
appreciated. JD answered 5 years ago. Sounds like the catalytic convertor. This is a famous tell
tale with the losing power. Find a honest muffler shop and they can tell if it is failing by listening
to the truck the way it runs now and after they remove the O2 sensor. There will be an ever so
slight performance change with this check. Briar28 answered 5 years ago. Hi guys I'm having
problems with my 96 chevy my truck dies when I throttle up or hit the brakes while driving I
have replaced fuel pump and filter My pressures are at 55 running I have changed spark plugs
and I also checked cap and rotor and that all looks good I put scanner on it and says bank 1
lean and bank 2 lean I also pulled cats but they were not plugged and suggestions for the next
move. Guillermo answered 5 years ago. It turned out to be the crankshaft sensor I bought was a
after market crankshaft sensor so went chevy house and bought one from them it started right
up. Thanks for the help everyone. So don't go after market on the crankshaft sensor after
dollars lesson. Jerome answered 5 years ago. I got a problem similar to this i have a denali i ran
out of gas i put more in it didnt start after pourin gas in the throttle body it finally crunk i ccut it
off and it didn't start again i did this process again and hit the gas it dies again more gas in
throttle body finally it stay running but bogs and backfires real bad Ok never trust aftermarket
Chinese Dist Caps or rotors. They are all junk. It was running on 6 out of 8 cylinders. The
distributors in these cars are made of plastic. Didn't believe it till I saw it with my own eyes!
Replace them on Ebay for Chevy, billet aluminum complete, cap, rotor, sensor, about 60 bucks.
Running rough, or no power, is usually a fuel filter and or a fuel pump. Once again there are lots
of cheap chinese fuel pumps that fail usually within a year. Mine was a Napa brand and lasted 5
years. These Spider injection set ups on the trucks have a weak fuel pressure regulator and it
can leak inside the manifold and make it backfire and burn the CPI or spider fuel injection
system, and can also crack or explode the plastic intake manifold top piece. They should be
illegal. Mine blew up and caught fire. Lucky I got it out, but it burned the internal spider injection
unit so it all had to be replaced. GM cars are designed to fail. They all suck. We need the K

warranty back! Who's got the balls Mr. Certainly not you! Scotty answered 5 years ago. I have a
95 Chevy , I'm not getting any power to fuel pump our injectors, an when you turn the key on
none of the lights on dash come on , like the oil our batt light.. The truck will turn over. I ran hot
wire to fuel pump but still not getting fuel into injectors. I don't know if this will help anyone, but
a few years ago, I about pulled my hair out trying to figure out what was wrong with my 91
chevy truck with 5. Sometimes it would start, sometimes not. It left me stranded several times. It
would die going down the road. I tried everything. I was removing the ignition module from the
distributor when I noticed the shaft wobbled a lot. The distributor was worn out so bad that the
pick up coil would only make contact occasionally. The engine had around K on it. Hope this
helps someone. Richard answered 5 years ago. Hi I got a 98 chevy z71 4x4 5. Melissa09
answered 5 years ago. I have a 98 Chevy truck v8 I have changed fuel pump,fuel filter,fuel
relay,starter relay, and fuel pressure regulator. I have replaced fuel pump twice thinking I got a
bad one. Revinmagee answered 5 years ago. I no longer have the vehicle but I have figured it
out! Thank you all for your answers. I have checked the fuel pressure and if I open the valve
there is no pressure at all I know gas is sopposed to shot out. Alright it wouldn't be the spider
injectors you could have a pinched line.. Maybe you have a line switched on the pump? Alright
today i got the spider and changed it. No luck it turns over just won't start I checked the valve
there is still no fuel pressure. Now I don't here the fuel pump come on. My question is when you
buy a fuel pump are you supposed to change the wiring connections that come with the new
fuel pump. FYI this is the 2nd fuel pump I have change. I had a couple things wrong when my 96
silverado died. First the pressure regulator on the spider injector was leaking, the spider
injector poppets were plugged up too. Then the fuel pressure was low. Old pump was NAPA
brand, lasted 5 years. So new fuel pump and back up to 65 PSI. It also had intermittent spark
and ran poorly after this. I tried the new spark controller and no difference. Then I did a new
distributor and cap and rotor. Ran like new. The old distributor is made of plastic! At K miles it
was loose like a goose. The new one came off Ebay and was billet aluminum with a new optical
sensor. Cost 67 dollars. I also noticed the fuel pump relay that controls the fuel pump was
getting intermittent as well so I replaced that too. Funny how GM made it so everything crapped
out at once. They must have put 50 engineers working for years on making it do that!!!!! But
thats GM. I will never buy another one! Also one thing that may have burned out the distributor
parts was the rotor and dist cap. They were completely worn out after 1K miles. They said the
Dist terminals were made of brass, but turned out to be brass plated steel. And, the steel was
bad stuff too. All the posts inside the cap were half worn out and gone. The Rotor had burned
through as well. This made the spark system go to full voltage to compensate, and the whole
system burned out. Could it get any better? I won't buy anything GM again. Learned my lesson
the hard way. Also every one of my last 5 GM vehicles burned out the transmission as well, and
most had trouble with overheating and head gaskets too. BrianBTT14 answered 5 years ago.
Since a faster-turning engine needs more fuel and the crankshaft position sensor tells the ECM
how fast the engine is turning, the crankshaft position sensor is required by the fuel delivery
system. Once the vehicle has been turned off, it may not start until the crankshaft position
sensor has been replaced and the codes have been cleared from the ECM. If the vehicle does go
into limp home mode, the driver should get to the mechanic or home as soon as possible.
Types of Crankshaft Position Sensors Depending on the manufacturer, your vehicle may have
one of four types of crankshaft sensor: A magnetic pickup coil A Hall-effect sensor A
magneto-resistive element An optical sensor. My truck is in limp home mode so know to figure
out what kind of sensor i have. I will post what the problem was once i fix the problem. Please
help still no start on 98 Chevy truck after replacing 2 fuel pump,fuel relay,starter relay, ingintion
module switch fuel pump reluagtor and spider. Also I have no fuel pressure when I check the
valve on the fuel line. Andre answered 5 years ago. I have a 91 suburban 5. Scott answered 5
years ago. Sorry I have a question ,I have a 98vortec But my key has no chip. My truck has been
crank no start since early summer when I replaced fuel pump You can cycle the pump several
times and the pump makes a noise so I know it's working But it will get louder. After several
try's then the truck will bump start. And will start back every time you shut it off as long as you
don't leave it off for more than thirty mins. The the same thing all over again. Before you could
let it sit over night and it would bump start not the case now new fuel pump filter crank sensor
I'm disgusted Need a ford. AirRideMonty answered 5 years ago. Joy answered 5 years ago. My
husband is a mechanic he can fix it Emil usyournumber at joybutcher39 gmail. Derrick
answered 5 years ago. Mark answered 5 years ago. My 96 Chevy Cheyenne had the same
problem. I finally found if I took the bottom off the steering column and took the wire coming
down from the switch and pulled on them it would start. Then I noticed only some of my idiot
lights would come on with the switch. The rest would come on when I pulled on the wires this
let the truck start. After changing fuel pump twice the spider new plugs wires. Tune complete

and starter related fuel pump relay ING switch and module battery found out along it was the
wiring harness coming from the fuel pump up to the engine. Just FYI to anyone. Kevinmcnally
answered 5 years ago. Had a no start issue 98 Chevy 5. Would not restart has fuel pressure..
Checked spark by removing plug wire at spark plug 3 truck started up and ran on 7 cyl. Went
out bought a cap started right up.. Long story short of you have a no start 12v and fuel pressure
pull 3 plug wire 2nd one back on driver side if it starts repl. Cheddah answered 5 years ago. I
have a 98' GMC sierra 5. Cissy answered 5 years ago. Please help, at the end of possibilities-GMC 4wd, 5. Started a month ago. Changed out the coil and Ig Control module next to it but no
luck. Tried it times in 8 hours and had it towed to my mechanic that Immediately called and said
it cranked right off the tow truck! A week later same thing but burned up a starter in the process
of starting it Replaced starter and the whole distributor from Auto Zone. Check engine light still
on so took it in and the code said crank and cam sensors so the mechanic turned the distributor
until is snap on computer machine said it was aligned at zero. He turned the check engine light
off and it stayed off the rest of the day. This morning it is back on so went to AZ and their code
thing said it was the ICM again, even though I just replaced it a month ago. Sat in their parking
lot and took it off and replaced it with another new ICM and undid the positive battery cable for 5
seconds and hooked it back up, but the 'service engine soon' light was still on and the codes
STILL said it's the ICM. What I have noticed is that even though the check engine light is on,
sometimes when I start it cold it wants to die if I don't give it gas quickly and race it, and
sometimes when I crank it cold it does that usual tiny amount of racing like I think it's supposed
to, to get the engine warm fast, I guess kind of like an automatic choke. Also, yesterday when
the mechanic lined back up the cam and crank sensor, it no longer throws this code, he thought
the new started sounded funny so he checked the voltage going to it and I think he said it was
at ? Even looked for shorts in the wiring and patched up a few frayed spots. Mechanic after
mechanic UNTIL last night, when an old master said he recommended I try a new key, the
original key if possible. So I went home, got the original key, put it in, SES light went out. Got a
new key made at the home depot and used it all day. All appears well after driving it all day and
intentionally starting it 30 times during the day. He said that it has something to do with the built
in security system-- if the key is worn, and after 15 years it IS, mine so worn I could pull it out of
the ignition with the truck running and I liked that because I farm and I didn't have to restart the
truck after getting out and getting back in after unlocking and opening 3 gates a day If it's worn
it doesn't always hit the tumblers right and if it doesn't hit the lock tumblers right you can crank
and crank but the security system won't fire the cylinders EVEN IF you don't have a chip in your
key, it does have some type magnetic operation about the tumbler connection that trips or
doesn't trip that start-up security system, and a worn key won't hit right and trip or untrip the
security system right every time. Took original key and had new key made. Did notice that the
original key and the new key will not pull out of ignition like my old key did, and so far, so good,
Mystery solved for me. This time. Slaveman answered 4 years ago. Thanks Kevinmcnally, I just
ran into that problem, a friend and I just discovered that issue I found your response on this
page, and you confimed what we thought. OK If you have a 97 and up to some year and it ran or
runs warm not cold, or spits and sputters and you have checked spark, and fuel pressure at the
schreider valve then its your single port injection system. Pepperking answered 4 years ago. I
have a 96 Chevy truck ex cab 5. I have a Chevy Cheyenne 5. See pics 2. Replaced the in-line fuel
filter see pics 3. This produces an additional This has worked for me. Good luck guys, feedback
will be appreciated. I had the same problem as a lot of you guys. Changed a lot of items from
fuel pump, filter, regulator, distributor, rotor etc. I could spray with starting fluid and it would
turn over. Sometimes it would stay running and some times it would die. Also had the issue of
randomly falling dead also with no warning. Change the fuel injection spider. I have done that
on 2 vehicles and have not had the issue sense. Found the part for about on amazon. Dealer
wanted and for labor. Diviant answered 4 years ago. Ok so I have a 98 with a similar problem.
Except it will start but it don't run worth a damn. It spits and sputters and backfires out the
intake and exhaust. I replaced fuel pump regulator and filter no change. I checked the timing by
finding tdc and pulled dizzy cap to make sure rotor was in the correct position and it was. So I
replaced the ICM and it fired right up and ran great for about 5 min then slowly started doing the
same exact thing all over again. Wtf is going on with this pos. I fought this for 6 months and had
it in two shops. Bigger one grounds the pump, and smaller one controls gauge. Good Luck!! I
have a 98 Chevy truck 5. I have a k 4x4 with the 5. Rose answered 3 years ago. Well I have a 96
gmc c got in my truck try ed to start it but would not start I turned the key but would not start so
I had the. Fuel filter changed still no start so I had fuel pump installed and it started but then I
drove it to the store and died in the middle of the street did that twice so I started to read all the
reports from u guys and then I just went out to the fuse box and took the email 1 fuse out
cleaned it put it back then took the injector. And relay fuse out then put it back and my truck

started right up it's now been two days and has not a problem starts right up and no dieing
thank u. All woman in need. I had the same problem all I know is that I did the same thing u did
but I took the exam fuse 1 out cleaned it put it back and then I took the injector relay fuse out
cleaned it put it back it started right up no problems and doesn't die anymore. Juan answered 3
years ago. Hi everyone, I have a Chevy Silverado 5. Is this normal? Should the 12V be present
all the time while the ignition switch is in the on position? Bgentry answered 2 years ago. Did u
ever find out what it was my 97 gmc vortex is doing the same thing plz message me and let me
no. Big C answered 2 years ago. Yes it was the the cracks shaft position sensor you have to buy
the original one for chevy I bought an aftermarket from autozone and it did work. I hope it helps.
Juan answered 2 years ago. I found out that the fuel pump relay sent 12v for about 2 second
and after the engine start the oil pressure switch continue to sent 12v to the pump. I went to the
library and print out the wiring diagram of the fuel system. I replace the fuel pump and after one
month the truck wouldn't start and this is went post my comment asking for help. This is the
bottom line; the socket for the fuel pump relay had the clips vent and it was not making good
contact with the relay pins creating high amps and I beleive this is what burn the pump. I took a
pick and gently pull the clip back in position where the relay can make a good contact.
Hopefully this help! The truck is been running since. Skoota45 answered 2 years ago. Jw
answered 2 years ago. My 96 chevy fuel pump goes out every month and I dont know why, I
need help. Lilredchica answered 2 years ago. I'm sorry but if by want ur truck to blow up keep
using I would look deeper for a lot better.. GuruV83YP answered 2 years ago. I have a 96 ck
replaced fuel filter, plugs, wires. Plugs on pass side were black, driver side clean. Used fuel like
crazy, could smell it. Now will start but not run. Put seafoam in throttle body, got 5 sec of black
smoke from tailpipe. Put fuel injector cleaner in tank. What is next step. Don't want to give up.
Luv this truck. Spratlzw answered 2 years ago. Replaced the fuel pump fuel filter ignition coil
and fuel pump relay. Put a tester on it has no codes was showing rm reading and I have 12v to
the fuel pump. Please help! GuruXB answered 2 years ago. I have a 94 Chevy Astro that would
die like the switch was shut off and fail to restart, fail to start whether hot or cold, crank forever
but not start. Mechanic replaced fuel pump, fuel wouldn't go to the rail, replaced spider
injectors, it ran for a few months before it did it again. Mechanic replaced steering column,
including ignition which was giving me problems , Did it again, mechanic replaced starter coil,
worked a few times and same thing again. I researched it and found a site that listed failure of
spider injectors with bad ICM. Replaced ICM, so far, so good. Jesus answered 2 years ago. Had
a no start issue on my 5. Fuel pressure was ok, spark seemed ok. Thanks to kevinmcnally I
removed spark plug wire 3 and it fired up. Chris answered about a year ago. It could be your
pass lock module. If it is bad it will shut down your fuel pump and not let your truck get fuel.
Mine went bad on my truck and I replaced the fuel pump and relay before figuring it out. Its
located under your dash by your cigarette lighter plug in. Little black box. It's not the easiest to
get to and they dont sell them anymore so you'll have to find someone who rebuilds them. Just
make sure you get the right one and match numbers. Guru1LKRW answered about a year ago.
Guru2KJ7F answered 11 months ago. Starts fine warm but doesn't when cold. Fuel pressure
regulator on the 5. If you have psi to the intake, that's your problem. Need to remove intake to
change it. For the time it takes and the price of a new one, I only use that truck to plow snow, so
I plug it in when I need to use it. Michael answered 11 months ago. The plug on the distributor
are bad about going out on these trucks. I buy and flip them all time. Seems like every time it
wont crank this is the issue. If you use starter fluid and it wont crank 9 times out of ten this is
the issue from my experience. Guru61N77 answered 11 months ago. GuruFD2WW answered 10
months ago. I am also running into that issue, My tahoe limited with a whipple just shut down
while driving. It wouldn't start back up. It needed a fuel pump and now has 60psi pressure
holding. The ICM was replaced as well it will start with ether for a few seconds until it burns out
so it has spark and fuel but won't start. I am leaning towards the PCM because it shows no
codes although the check engine light is on when trying to start and after I start it with ether the
check engine light shuts off. Does this sound correct or is there anything else I am missing or
can check this in anyway? Thank you. I do not have any security lights in anyway either so I do
not think it is security related. Matthew answered 2 months ago. Here goes: givens what I know
for sure : Chevy Silverado truck, 4 wheel drive, Note: it turns out that those who listen to the
OBDII on board diagnostic system will be the not so proud owner of an extra ignition system of
just about every component of the ignition system of this model of engine if you believe what
your OBDII tells you. Those dollars in those components could support an entire 3 world
country out of poverty Pressure gauge at Schrader valve port is 60psi. Running condition:
rough even when warm. The diagnostic reader pointed to mass air flow sensor, they changed it,
still no change in running condition, they had just enough left of budget to check other
operating conditions and found that even though I had 60 psi at fuel rail My fuel system only

allowed for a little VOLUME of fuel to be delivered at the Fuel Rail schrader valve port. They had
a snap on fuel gauge that measured volume - unfamiliar to me, I don't know everything it turns
out. The new direction Im heading now, is to determine where the volume of fuel is going. No
external leaks. I will test at schrader valve to compare. Any suggestions or results of similar
experiences???? Guru9Z1S9V answered 2 months ago. Always start with the basics. Spark fuel
compression. Air is normally a give. Check air filter. Pull plugs see running condition. Lean
mixture. If the plugs are black they are fouled. Oil or fuel leak. Possible injector bad rings or
gasket. Plug has white specs? Check coolant for contamination to verify. Check all grounds the
more the better. These trucks run off electrostatic components and can and will fry with a
simple touch from you carrying static. Alex answered about a day ago. Spratlzw answered
about a day ago. I had to he same issue on my 96 Chevy After throwing a lot of parts at it and
chasing down forum after forum it turned out to be the grounding cable from the engine block
to the frame. It looked decent from the eye but as soon as I grabbed the cable it crumbled apart.
Won't start replaced ICM, distributor, cap, rotor, plugs, ignition module harness, crank sensor,
still no start, back fires every now and then when I attempt to start, smell a lot of fuel out the Ok
guys, here's one for you. I have a 96 C 4. Had a lot of check engine codes, random multiple
cylinder misfires, so I did your typical tune up, plugs wires cap rotor pcv valve air fil My c 5. I
replaced the spark plug wires and it's getting power it just won't turn over and start. Aamco has
changed almost everything, ECM, spark plugs, fuel pump and filter, oil, air filter, cam sensor,
igniter, distributor, Vehicle has fuel and spark but just won't start. I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. View this months current
offers for leasing, financing, and cash back on select Chevrolet vehicles. For over 50 years,
Matick Chevrolet has faithfully served the Redford Charter Township community, so we know
what it takes for each and every one of our customers to drive home happy in a vehicle they
love. No matter if you're looking to lease a new Chevrolet truck or need Chevrolet repairs, our
friendly and courteous staff will treat you to the exceptional customer service you deserve. And
if you have any questions for us, you can always get in touch at Welcome to Matick Chevrolet.
Pre-production model shown. Actual production model may vary. Available summer Shop
Matick Quick Deal. Start Shopping See How it Works. Service Your Vehicle with Us We have a
full service bay with trained technicians standing by. Protecting Your Vehicle. Learn More.
Current Offers View this months current offers for leasing, financing, and cash back on select
Chevrolet vehicles. View Offers. Welcome To Matick Chevrolet For over 50 years, Matick
Chevrolet has faithfully served the Redford Charter Township community, so we know what it
takes for each and every one of our customers to drive home happy in a vehicle they love. Ask
A Question. Contact Us. Search Vehicles. Keyword Search: Filtered Search: type. Matick
Chevrolet Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors
Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Please expect shipping and customer
service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. Product View Product
Details. Each tube includes 21 ounces of putty. Product 97L These functional NACA style air
ducts feature an open-mesh insert panel, and can be installed on most any flat surface.
Attractive matte black finish may be painted if desired. Product U. Universal ABS hood scoop to
dress up your vehicle and give it a high performance look. Thermoformed from a durable black?
Product A Do you really want an ordinary stamped metal or fiberglass hood scoop? This unique
and eye-catching finned hood scoop is cast in the U. For those that may Product K Perfect for
application on the inside of newly installed panels Kit Includes: 2 - 20 oz Kit Includes: 2 - 20 oz.
Insulating a vehicle has never been this easy! LizardSkin offers two environmentally safe

formulas that can be used as a one-part coating or jointly on to produce a cooler, quieter driving
experience. Kit includes: Product 3M Our sealer adheres well to clean primed or painted metal.
A premium spray-on thermal insulation product for all cars, trucks, street rods, customs or race
cars wherever heat is a problem. Product SW Product REGN. These beautiful 2-part coatings
will withstand incredible abuse. They are much stronger than any color paints you have ever
tried. You'll be amazed and delighted These are the correct grease pencil style crayons used for
marking the factory inspection marks on your firewall, subframe and other various sheet metal
areas. Included are one yellow and one white marking crayon. OER reproduction retaining pin
used by GM for various applications. Manufactured from injection molded plastic as original,
this retaining pin measures M4. Sold individually. Use as Tough and dependable, this primer
adheres Product B This seam sealer also known as strip caulk can be used to adhere a variety
of parts; air ducts, body openings, door panels water shields, emblems, fenders, floor plugs,
kick panels, fuel tank, filler neck, firewall openings, Product REBL. Product RERD. This
beautiful 2-part coating will withstand incredible abuse. It is much stronger than any color paint
you have ever tried. You'll be amazed and delighted athow The SuperPro Application set is
made exclusively for LizardSkin coatings, able to handle the thick viscosity of the coatings with
ease. It provides exactly what? Black Wrinkle finish is a durable and long lasting finish, which
has a unique, wrinkled texture. Its excellent finish for hiding imperfections like pitting, scratches
or chips. Extremely durable formula resists oil, gas and This specially formulated primer is
chromate-free and chemically bonds with iron, steel and aluminum to form One 20 oz. A
superior professional grade coating formulated for restorations where maximum performance is
required. This high solid paint does not run or sag, and provides twice the coverage of
conventional aerosol enamels. Net Weight The viscous formula is reusable and will not harm
plastic, rubber, seal, soft metals, or non-oxide coatings such as The inert coating provides an
excellent primer base that seals out moisture to prevent future rust This specially formulated
liquid gently etches the metal, then leaves a zinc coating that helps chemically bind paint to the
surface. Gray and White spatter paint to cover the trunk area in your vehicle. After years of use
your trunk area is probably in poor condition due to water damage or other factors. If you are
replacing your trunk pan then spraying
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Sprays evenly, dries completely to a smooth consistency and can be top-coated with any type
of automotive finish. Benefits: Prevents rust Product T Replacement lower inner door bottom
sheet metal to replace damaged or rusted original. Fits pickup, Blazer, Jimmy and Suburban
models. This section is welded to the bottom of your door shell to repair rust or damage without
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Models. View As: Grid Detail. Autocross Hood Ducts. Lizardskin Ceramic Insulation - 2 Gallon
Pail. Por Hardnose Green 1 Quart 2 part System. White and Yellow Firewall and Frame Crayons.
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Hardnose Blue 1 Quart 2 part System. Por Hardnose Red 1 Gallon 2 part System. Net Weight. All
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